RSU 16 PUBLIC FORUM
AGENDA / NOTES
Whittier Middle School Proposed Addition
Wednesday, June 22, 2016
6:30 PM
PRHS Auditorium

Item 1: Introductions
Item 2: History and Issues
Item 3: Architect Presentation
Item 4: Financing
Item 5: Proposed Timeline
Item 6: Feedback
Attendance:
Alan Kuniholm, Architect
Chelsea Lipham, Architect
Mary Martin, RSU Board
Jack Wiseman, RSU Board
Jenn Boenig, RSU Board
Norm Davis. RSU Board
Joe Parent, Poland
Chris Morris, Poland
Tammy Morris, Poland
Steve Robinson, Poland Selectman
Sheryl Walters, RSU Teacher
Janice Rawson, RSU Teacher
Nick Konstantoulakis, Mc Falls Council

Melissa Tibbets, Poland
Jim Porter, Poland
Jessica Smith, Mechanic Falls
Shawn Vincent, RSU Admin.
Melanie Chasse, RSU Admin.
Tina Meserve, RSU Admin.
John Hawley, RSU Admin.
Eda Trip, Minot Selectman
Walter Gallagher, Poland Selectman
Jim Walker, Poland Selectman
Claire Walker, Poland
Win Durgin, Minot, SunJournal

Overview:
History and Overview from the presentation (see below)
John Hawley extended an invitation for community members to join the committee as the
committee is currently made up of all RSU staffers. Public participation is strongly encouraged
and desired.
Space needs and impact of the overcrowding of the HS
No more space at the elementary schools
Enrollment study- demonstrated continued need over 20 years.
Turned it over to Alan Kuniholm:
Original architect for PRHS/WMS from 1998
Site overview
Expressed that the Architects are currently in “listening mode”- have conducted faculty
conversations and meet with the building committee.
John addressed the land area limitations and the modular in the courtyard. There were question
about the town/private owned land abutting the high school property. Rick Jones and John met
with the Department of Environmental Protection and were told by them they can't encroach on
any more wetlands. Norm Davis spoke up about being notified by the DEP at the time the high
school was built that we would be at the max for the usable space that we have now.

Tina Meserve went back to the classrooms and talked about space and the list.
Steve Robinson asked how many current classrooms: 11, 1 tech education room,
Win clarified that the additionally requested classrooms are the same as the classrooms in the
modular units (as of August 2016).
Financing:
Emphasized the word "estimated" at $4 million. All locally funded. No State money available for
situations like this – relatively new building (17 years old) that is not large enough for our
population.
Estimated bond amortization schedule based on 1- 3%
$300K first year and the 20th year about $203K
First payment isn't until May 2020, when all of the other bonds are done. $162,000 are current
annual payments that will free up for new project.
First payments on the whole bond 2021
Timeline -discussed with bond council
John reviewed the timeline in the presentation
Referendum June 2017
Construction March 2018
Construction complete 2019
The question came up is it enough space? John stated that it is our best guess with the data we
have now. Staff did have other wants/needs but staff stuck with minimum to preset a financially
viable project.
The classroom size is 200 sq ft larger now then 17 years ago. 600 vs 800
Steve stated that 25% is soft cost and wants to know what more space would cost up front.
Doesn't want to "think short" if all of the work is being done and wants to be flexible 7-12.
Consider adding more classrooms now.
Steve thinks that $4.3 million would be better than going too small over time. Please explore
and cost it out.
Tina stated that the high school administration states that the high school has enough space (if
middle school returns borrowed spaces) and that the student population is staying about the
same.
Steve stated that he thinks our population will go up over 15-20 years and doesn't have faith in
project study. John agreed stating that there is still a lot of undeveloped acreage in the three
towns and sprawl is occurring from southern Maine communities.
Tina stated that the DOE reports that student population has steadily decreased over the last 15
years. They are predicting that trend to continue. RSU 16 had a professional enrollment study
conducted that went out 20 years. The report showed relatively stable enrollment over 20 years.
Question about bringing the 6th grade up to the middle school. Tina addressed the age of the
elementary schools- all +50 years old.
If more people came to the meeting we’d know how the majority feels about larger projects and
support for the additional cost.
Elementary classes are larger than some would like and small class size is a goal for RSU
administration and Board too. Recommendation from a parent was to look at the cost of adding
6th grade to the middle school and would provide additional spaces at the elementary schools.
Tina shared that it will not address the fact that we still have three aging elementary schools.

Jim Walker stated that the school district should consider purchasing the vacant lot at the corner
of Routes 11 and 26 and that would give some usable land area. John stated that he
understood the current asking price was almost a half million and the RSU did not have the
funding to purchase.
Walter Gallagher wants to see an elementary and middle school comprehensive plan together.
Especially in the early phases. He stated that a well-informed public has always been
supporting of our local schools.
Tina stated that if the town leaders are suggesting they'd like to see a proposal to spend more
money we can do that but had concerns as the messages sent regarding the budget each year
is to keep spending as low as possible.
John stated that he knows the we have an elementary school issue. Walter thinks it's a short
window of time. Wants to look at the older schools. Appears that this is a quick decision and
reactionary. John stated that two years has already gone into this and that all things have been
considered but administration would be willing to take a second look if supported by local
taxpayers.
Tina stated that using modulars at any school creates a safety and security issue. The
overcrowding has been here for 7 years. Talked about the culture and programming issues.
Shawn concurred with Tina and that the building is overcrowded. Sheryl Walters talked about
the needs of the kids and the complications of the modulars for the teachers and students who
occupy "Avalon." (modular unit). Kids and staff are exposed to extreme weather conditions,
slippery surfaces, and in one case a coyote that wandered around the building. Stated that
modulars are functional but should never be considered for long term use.
Walter brought up that he isn't opposed to the middle school addition and wants to know about
the additional district's spatial needs.
Jim Porter, a Poland budget committee member, stated that he is looking for a master plan. He
wants to see the plan for the big picture and include the elementary school also. Norm also
stated that he thinks that that entire plan needs to be looked at and give the community the
whole picture.
Tina stated that the State and Federal government is short on funding building projects. Brought
up the issue with Edward Little's funding request in Auburn.
The suggestion was made to cost out a bigger building and max all of the space that the land
can hold.
Steve: go look at additional options and price them out for the community. Look towards the
future since it's locally funded anyway. Put the issue of space at the HS/MS "to bed" for the next
35 years.
Joe Parent: schedule is good to see. Tax dollars at a local level give feeling of control.
Concurred with the other committee members. Wants more information so that he can "get
behind" the master plan.
Chris Morris clarified that the elementary schools are all old. Tina answered yes.
It was asked about the population of the high school and should we be concerned about
crowing there. The HS has 485 students currently and has held up to 600 in the past.

Jim brought up Impact Fees and a conversation about planning as the town begins to grow
quickly. John indicated that it would be necessary for all three towns to implement the Impact
Fees so that there was a level of fairness in the funding.
Joe asked about the need to add world language teacher. Tina stated that HS thinks that they'd
have enough space without the MS in the HS space.
Jess Smith said that the hot topic is class size. Tina explained that if 6th grade left, yes it would
open up space but would need to add teachers to accommodate the smaller class sizes some
parents have requested to the Board. Moving grades doesn't solve a class population size
without adding the staff needed. We'd need to add up to $350,000 for staff to get all classes
below 20 students in K-8 classrooms.
Joe stated that Jessica's point is good and that Tina will need to explain it over and over again
so that people understand that moving isn't as simple as it seems.
Norm stated again that the entire situation needs to be investigated and shown to the
committee.
Tina stated that if we add 6th grade to the middle school then we need to consider the impact
on shared facilities gym, cafe, bathrooms, parking. Some of the shared spaces in the high
school are maxed out now, we would need to factor additional space into the addition.
Question came up about PreK and K class sizes: Answer involved registration, superintendent
agreements. All three PK sizes are down. K sizes are stable.
There was some additional historical conversation about sizes and the pitfalls of modular rooms.
Tina thanked folks for coming and closed the meeting stating we will have more meetings and
encouraged people to invite others to the next meeting. We want to make sure we have a clear
picture of what the public wants.
Meeting adjourned at 7:51 PM
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Introductions
• Building Committee
• John Hawley, Director of Operations, Chair
• Tina Meserve, Superintendent, Vice Chair
• Cari Medd, Principal, PRHS
• Shawn Vincent, Principal, BMWMS
• Rick Benoit, Principal, PCS
• Mary Martin, Chair, RSU 16 Board of Directors
• Jack Wiseman, Vice Chair, RSU 16 Board of Directors
• Norm Davis, RSU 16 Board of Directors
• Tony Bennett, 7-12 Maintenance Supervisor
• Gary Purington, PK-6 Maintenance Supervisor
• Tom Kelly, Transportation Director
• Rick Jones, Land Use Consultant, Jones Associates
• Architects
• Alan Kuniholm, Architect Principal
• Chelsea Lipham, Architect

History / Issue
• Bruce M. Whittier Middle School
• Constructed 17 Years Ago
• Poland Students
• 7th & 8th Grades
• 146 Total Students (9/09)
• Consolidation 2009
• Added Minot & Mechanic Falls 7th & 8th Graders
• 246 Total Students (6/16)
• Vacated Space at ESS & MCS?
• Special Education
• Pre-K Programming
• Adult Education
• Enrollment Projections

Shared Spaces
Space to be returned to HS use

Current Middle School Use

Middle School Modulars

Proposed Additional Program Highlights:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 new standard classrooms
2 Science/Flex classrooms
1 Book Room
Additional Special Ed space
Conference Room
4 Offices
Storage Space

Total Add of 13,000 SF +/-

Financing
• Current Debt
Project
School Addition

Location

Bond Retires

Annual Payment

E.S.S.

May 2021

$41,150

P.R.H.S.

Nov. 2020

$37,460

School Addition

P.C.S.

Nov. 2020

$1,577

School Addition

P.C.S.

Nov. 2022

$82,316

Athletic Fields

Total

$162,503

Financing – Estimated $4M

1st Year = $300,000

20th Year = $203,000

Timeline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Staff Discussion – September 2014
Facilities Review Committee Selected – November 2015
Search/Select Architect – December 2015
Committee/Staff/Architect Research – December 2015-June 2016
Committee/Architect Concept Planning – June 2016-December 2016
Architect Design Concept approved by School Board – March 2017
School Board calls for Referendum – April 2017
Referendum – June 2017
If Approved – 1st Bond Anticipation Note Issued – July 2017
Architect completes design work – December 2017
Pre-Qualification / Bidding Process – January-February 2018
Construction Begins – March 2018
2nd Bond Anticipation Note Issued – May 2018
Construction Complete – August 2019
Permanent Finance Payments Begin - May 2020

Feedback?

